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ABSTRACT
Glints of light from specular reflection of the Sun are a technosignature of artificial satellites. If extraterres-
trial intelligences have left artifacts in the Solar System, these may include flat mirror-like surfaces that also
can glint. I describe the characteristics of the resulting flashes. An interplanetary mirror will appear illuminated
for several hours, but if it is rotating, its glint may appear as a train of optical pulses. The resulting glints can
be very bright, but they will be seen only if the mirror happens to reflect sunlight to the Earth. The detection
of large mirrors is limited mainly by the fraction oriented to reflect sunlight toward Earth. I give rough cal-
culations for the expected reach of each exposure of Pan-STARRS1, LSST, and Evryscope for mirror glints.
A single exposure of Pan-STARRS1 has an effective reach of 10−9–10−7 AU3 for interplanetary mirrors with
effective areas of 10 m2, depending on rotation rate. Over several years, Pan-STARRS1 might accumulate a
reach ∼ 105 times greater than this, as it tiles the sky and different mirrors enter and exit a favorable geometry.
Subject headings: astrobiology — extraterrestrial intelligence — minor planets, asteroids: general
1. INTRODUCTION
Almost from the beginning of the Search for Extraterres-
trial Intelligence (SETI), it’s been suggested that aliens could
travel across interstellar distances to our Solar System and
leave behind artifacts (Bracewell 1960; Sagan 1963). The
occasional efforts to actively find these local material tech-
nosignatures, known as the Search for Extraterrestrial Arti-
facts (SETA), have received scant attention (Freitas & Valdes
1985). In recent times, SETA is growing in visibility, be-
cause of a reevaluation in the plausibility of starfaring and
recent concepts of inorganic, space-dwelling intelligence and
interstellar probes (Dick 2003; Rose & Wright 2004; Tough &
Lemarchand 2004; C´irkovic´ 2006; Lubin 2016; Gertz 2016).
Previously postulated SETA technosignatures include: (1) ar-
tifacts occupying special regions in the Solar System, like the
Earth-Moon Lagrange points (Freitas & Valdes 1980; Freitas
1983; Steel 1995); (2) radio emissions from small bodies that
might actually be probes (Enriquez et al. 2018; Tingay et al.
2018; Harp et al. 2019); (3) waste heat from power plants
in the Solar System (Papagiannis 1985); (4) artificial light
from artifacts or dwellings (Loeb & Turner 2012); (5) obvi-
ous material artifacts on the surfaces of Solar System bodies
(Arkhipov & Graham 1996; Haqq-Misra & Kopparapu 2012;
Davies & Wagner 2013); and (6) identifiable fragments of
technology mixed into the surface layers of Solar System bod-
ies (Arkhipov 1996). No conclusive sign of extraterrestrial
artifacts has been found (e.g., de la Fuente Marcos & de la
Fuente Marcos 2018).
The purpose of this paper is to motivate another possible
SETA signature: specular reflection of sunlight from the sur-
faces of artifacts in interplanetary space. A flat mirror reflects
sunlight into a narrow cone with the same angular extent as
the Sun. Since the Sun covers a very small part of the sky,
specular reflections can be very bright, with an apparent flux
falling as D−2⊕ instead of D
−2
D
−2
⊕ , where D is the body’s dis-
tance from the Sun and D⊕ is its distance from Earth. Bodies
with liquid seas on their surfaces or ice crystals in their at-
mospheres can display specular reflection (Sagan et al. 1993;
astrobrianlacki@gmail.com
Williams & Gaidos 2008; Stephan et al. 2010; Marshak et al.
2017), but oceans and atmospheres do not occur on small nat-
ural bodies. Aside from a proposal in Scheffer 2010 that we
might observe specular reflection from solar panels on exo-
planets, looking for flat mirrors does not appear to have been
proposed in the SETA literature.
Satellite glints, of course, are a well-known phenomenon
from human-made objects in Earth orbit, and thus are a
proven technosignature. During a satellite glint, sunlight is
reflected off a mirror-like surface on a satellite, such as a
solar panel. Glints are a possible nuisance when searching
for fast (milliseconds–seconds) optical transients (Shamir &
Nemiroff 2006). They are one possible explanation for the
Perseus Flasher transient in the 1980s (Maley 1987; Schae-
fer et al. 1987), although some later studies disputed the
prevalence of the glints (Borovicka & Hudec 1989; Varady
& Hudec 1992). In the 2000s, the Cherenkov telescope HESS
performed a pilot study in looking for bright, fast transients.
It found one event, a triplet of flashes that can be explained as
glints from a rotating satellite or fragment (Deil et al. 2009).
Recently, Abeysekara et al. (2016) reported the serendipi-
tous discovery of a train of optical pulses crossing the VER-
ITAS field of view during optical SETI observations of KIC
8462852, also attributed to a satellite. Far more spectacular
than any of these are the Iridium flares, with peak brightnesses
exceeding magnitude −7, caused by the reflection of sunlight
on the antennas of satellites in the old Iridium constellation
(Maley & Pizzicaroli 2003).1
Any artifacts from extraterrestrial intelligences (ETIs) in
low Earth orbit would surely be vastly outnumbered by hu-
man satellites at this point, but we have sent very few things
beyond the orbit of the Moon. If we did see a glint from else-
where in the Solar System, particularly in a place we haven’t
sent anything, it would imply either a substantial popula-
tion of shiny, ETI artifacts or a reflective surface deliberately
aligned with the Earth, like a heliograph. The glint would
have the spectrum of sunlight, assuming a perfectly reflective
1 Most of the original Iridium constellation has been de-orbited, although
at the present time 25 failed Iridium satellites should remain in orbit, accord-
ing to Sladen (2019).
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FIG. 1.— Sketch of the geometry between the mirror, the Sun and the Earth.
surface. Just like some of our own satellites, the artifact could
be spinning. The resultant glints would generally consist of
a periodic train of pulses, as the reflection of the Sun repeat-
edly swept past the Earth. Unlike glints from nearby objects,
though, the spot size of these glints would be enormous, of or-
der the size of the Sun for an object 1 AU or more away. Thus
the pulse train would last hours, not seconds, until its relative
motion moved the Earth out of the beam. Likewise, the glint
would be visible from the entire Earth, and not just a region a
few kilometers wide (c.f., Maley & Pizzicaroli 2003).
The geometry of the specular reflection of sunlight from
objects is reviewed in Section 2. The apparent brightness and
photometric properties of glints are discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4, I calculate how many randomly-aligned mirrors
would be needed in the Solar System in order to be detected
in a single exposure of some photometric surveys. Section 5
provides a basic summary of the paper.
2. THE GEOMETRY OF GLINTS
2.1. Alignment between the Earth, Sun, and Artifact
The observable characteristics of specular reflections are
fairly simple and arise directly from the geometry of the ob-
server (assumed to be on the Earth for this paper), the illu-
mination source (Sun), and the reflecting body. A mirror is
located at a distance D from the Sun and D⊕ from the ob-
server (see Figure 1). In the vicinity of the mirror, the Sun
appears as a disk with angular radius θ = R/D, covering
a solid angle of Ω = pi(R/D)2. The sunlight illuminating
each infinitesimal area element of the surface is reflected into
a cone with opening angle θ and covering solid angle Ω.
If the illuminated surface as a whole is highly curved, then
the cones of illuminated sunlight from each surface element
point every which way. The observable characteristics of an
unresolved object is then similar to a diffusely reflecting sur-
face. Smaller curvatures concentrate the reflected sunlight
into a smaller solid angle. Ideally, we’d view a completely
flat surface (with curvature angle less than θ), in which
case all of the reflected sunlight is emitted into a solid angle
Ω. For a randomly oriented two-sided flat mirror, the prob-
ability that it reflects sunlight towards the Earth is approxi-
mately θ2/[8cos(φ/2)] when φ, the mirror’s phase angle, is
not close to pi, as demonstrated in Appendix A. As long as
the sheet’s dimensions are much smaller than D⊕, but not so
small that diffraction is important, then the reflected sunlight
is visible within a spot radius R? = θD⊕ of the center-line
of the cone. The Rayleigh criterion gives a minimum size
for a mirror that reflects sunlight into a solid angle ∼ Ω:
`diff = λ/θ = 110 µm(λ/500 nm)(D/AU). Any mirror vis-
ible from interplanetary distances with current telescopes is
much bigger.
Both the observer and the artifact are moving and they have
a relative velocity ∆V . The glint is visible as long as the ob-
server, as viewed from the surface, is located within the cone
of reflected sunlight. On the surface’s sky, the observer ap-
proaches within an angular impact parameter β⊕ of the center
of the Sun’s reflection. Thus, the observer’s path cuts an an-
gular distance θ? ≡ 2
√
θ2 −β2⊕ ≡ 2 fβθ. The glint remains
visible for a time talign = θ?D⊕/∆V :
talign =
2 fβRD⊕
∆V D
= 12.9 hr fβ
(
∆V
30 km s−1
)−1(D⊕
D
)
. (1)
An artifact in the Moon’s orbit (D⊕ = 384,000 km, ∆V =
1 km s−1) would be visible for 1 hour. From the observer’s
perspective, the source is moving over the same angle θ?,
which is of order 0.5◦ when D ≈ 1 AU.
Thus, these “flares” last for hours instead of the seconds-
long flares from human satellites in low Earth orbit. Because
the sources are further away, the spot size of the glint is much
larger – R? = R for D⊕ = D – and it would usually be visible
from anywhere on Earth.
2.2. Rotating mirrors
2.2.1. Qualitative effects of rotation
While it’s possible that there would be a steady flare lasting
for talign, glints may appear as a train of pulses. That hap-
pens when the reflecting surface is rotating: the cone of re-
flected sunlight sweeps past the observer repeatedly during
an encounter. A derelict artifact is unlikely to have a stable
pointing, and in general would spin with some period tspin.
From the perspective of an observer on a rapidly rotating
mirror surface, the Sun’s image usually traces a path across
the background stars during each rotation period. The Earth
slowly crawls into the path of the Sun where the image can
“cross” it (Figure 2). Now talign indicates the alignment be-
tween the Earth and the image’s path on the sky. If the sur-
face is rapidly spinning (tspin  talign), there will be multi-
ple passages, each sampling a different impact parameter β⊕.
The smallest β⊕ is drawn from a roughly uniform distribution
from 0 to µspin/(2sin ι), where the angular distance traveled
by the observer per rotation is µspin = ∆Vtspin/D⊕ and ι is the
angle between the local path of the revolving image and the
Earth. Thus, for a rapidly spinning mirror, the Earth passes
very close to the center of the Sun’s image during one of its
passages. This is unlike the case of a stationary surface, for
which the Sun’s image is simply a spot on the sky that the
observer can graze.
A rapidly spinning artifact, therefore, will display a se-
ries of flashes that increase and then decrease in duration
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FIG. 2.— For a quickly rotating mirror, the image of the Sun usually sweeps
across the sky in a constant path. The Earth moves into this path and the
image has a series of passages over the Earth each lasting t?. The image is
situated here for the midpoint of the closest passage, with the outline of its
position during the midpoint of a second passage shown as a dashed line.
as
√
1− (2t/talign)2, where t is the time since closest pas-
sage. The longest flash duration will be ∼ (θ/pi)tspin ≈
0.0015(D/AU)−1tspin. In addition, only the Sun’s limb is re-
flected during the earliest and latest flashes. Limb darkening
will affect their brightness and color.
2.2.2. Path of the Sun’s image
Geometrically, the artifact’s rotation can be likened to the
Earth’s rotation. The flat reflecting surface can be imagined
to be simply one parcel of the surface of a much larger rotat-
ing sphere. From the mirror’s perspective, the sky revolves
around the spin axis, with two fixed “poles” (Figure 3). Thus,
a coordinate system analogous to right ascension (α) and dec-
lination (δ) can be used for the rotating sheet. It is also clear
that the altitude of the celestial “pole” for the surface defines
an angle isomorphic to latitude (Λ). As on the Earth, the right
ascension along the meridian progressively increases during
each “day” caused by rotation, allowing us to parameterize
rotation with an hour angle (H).
The Sun’s location on the mirror’s sky, (α, δ), can be
converted into an altitude γ and azimuth ψ. The reflection
of the Sun is aimed at the opposite azimuth (ψ? = pi+ψ) and
same altitude (γ? = γ) as the Sun. We see the reflection,
centered at (α?, δ?), if it overlaps with the Earth’s position
on the sky (α⊕, δ⊕). Since right ascension’s zero point is
arbitrary, I choose α = 0 throughout this paper. Appendix B
derives the path of the Sun’s image on the mirror sky. These
paths can include “retrograde” motion.
Broadly speaking, there are two regimes for the reflection’s
behavior. In some rare cases, the spin axis is nearly coinci-
dent with the normal to the mirror surface, with |Λ| = pi/2.
This is the polar regime, where the image of the Sun is fixed
against the sky. If the image also coincides with the Earth,
the glint is visible but does not flash despite the rotation. The
chance of this happening for a randomly oriented mirror is
approximately θ4/32. It’s vastly more likely for a mirror
to be observed in a subpolar regime, with |Λ| ≤ pi/2− θ/2.
In these cases, the mirror rotation causes the Sun’s image to
travel against the background sky, resulting in flashes from
our perspective.
2.2.3. Accurate Flash Duration for Mirrors at Opposition
Suppose the Earth is located at phase angle φ from the Sun
in the artifact’s sky. A glint will be visible from Earth if the
reflection of the Sun comes within θ of the Earth’s position
on the sky at some point during a rotation period. As long as
talign  tspin, the duty cycle of each flash is usefully parame-
terized by a range of hour angles during one spin period. It
depends on the “latitude” of the glint surface, the “declina-
tion” of the Sun, and the position of the Earth on the artifact’s
sky:
H? =
∫
H∈[0,2pi),|(αspec,δspec)−(α⊕,δ⊕)|<θ
dH. (2)
For most orientations of the artifact, the glint never intersects
with the Earth and H? = 0. Otherwise, each flash of the glint
lasts for t? = H?tspin/(2pi). In general, this is ∼ θtspin but if
the “latitude” is nearly ±pi/2, t? ≈ tspin is possible.
The values of cosH where the glint begins and ends can
be found using the quartic equation derived in Appendix C.
A simpler expression for H? exists if the artifact happens to
be at opposition with respect to the Earth (φ = 0). Then the
Earth coincides with the Sun, and H? measures the fraction
of each “day” where sunlight is reflected back at the Sun’s
center.2 That occurs, for a two-sided mirror, when the Sun is
at the zenith or the nadir, and a prerequisite for that happening
is |δ±Λ| . θ/2 (when θ 1). H? is the same for δ =
Λ+∆ and δ = −Λ−∆:
H? = 2cos−1 min
[
cos(θ/2)− sinΛsinδ
cosΛcosδ
,−1
]
. (3)
3. PHOTOMETRY
3.1. The flux from a glint
When an observer is in the cone of reflected sunlight, the
entire reflecting surface will appear to light up with the Sun’s
surface brightness, reduced by a specular reflectivity ρ. Dur-
ing a flash, the instantaneous flux from the mirror is
F? =
ρLAproj
4pi2R2D2⊕
. (4)
The quantity Aproj = Acos(φ/2) is the projected area of the
mirror from the Earth, and L is the luminosity of the Sun.
This equation applies to the bolometric flash brightness for
a wavelength-independent ρ, and for narrowband fluxes with
ρ, F?, and L replaced by their values for a particular band-
pass. For comparison, the flux from a surface reflecting dif-
fusely and uniformly into the sky (Lambertian reflection) with
albedo ρ is:
Fdiff =
ρLAproj
4pi2D2D2⊕
=
(
R
D
)2
F? = 2.2×10−5
(
D
1 AU
)−2
F?.
(5)
2 Where the Earth (observer) is essentially a point against the much larger
Sun.
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FIG. 3.— For a rotating mirror, coordinate systems analogous to right-ascension and declination, and altitude and azimuth, can be defined. An observer on the
surface of the mirror would find the sky has a celestial pole at altitude Λ. At any given instant, the Sun is defined to have RA of zero, and declination δ. The
image’s RA α? and declination δ? change also with the hour angle H.
Artifacts would probably be spinning, visible for only a
small fraction of the time as the cone of reflected sunlight
repeatedly sweeps the Earth. The instantaneous flux may be a
useful quantity for some setups with very fast photodetectors,
like the Cherenkov telescopes that occasionally see satellite
glints (Deil et al. 2009; Abeysekara et al. 2016). CCD based
surveys, though, which make up the majority of large-sky sur-
veys, have exposure times from seconds to minutes. As noted
above, a typical flash will last only ∼ 0.1% of a rotation. A
glint may be visible for only a short fraction of one exposure,
and disappear for the next several exposures.
Another factor a survey has to contend with is the motion
of the artifact on the sky. Surveys like Pan-STARRS have a
high enough angular resolution θres that the glint will appear to
move on the sky between exposures. Thus, exposures cannot
be simply co-added to deepen the sensitivity to these glints –
rather than remaining a stationary point, the artifact will leave
a dotted trail on the sky. The object may be smeared even in
individual exposures, if it is closer than:
Dblur = 2.48 AU
(
∆V
30 km s−1
)( texp
1 min
)(θres
1 ′′
)−1
. (6)
There are methods that could recover a streak that is too faint
to be seen in individual spots by summing the power along the
entire trail, as commonly used in near Earth asteroid searches
(e.g., Waszczak et al. 2017). I will be conservative, though,
and assume that a glint can only be seen if it can be detected
before moving out of one resolution element for a survey. Fur-
thermore, I will assume that the detection algorithm can only
be run on only one image, and that there is no co-addition of
images even if the artifact moves slowly enough not to smear.
Now the average flux during an exposure is given by
〈F?〉 = F?η. (7)
There are four time scales relevant for calculating the duty cy-
cle fraction η: (1) the duration t? of an individual flash, (2) the
rotation period tspin of the artifact, (3) texp, the exposure time,
(4) the time tres = θresD⊕/∆V it takes for the artifact to cross
one resolution element (of angular width θres) in the image,
and (5) talign, the time the train of flashes lasts. Since the lat-
ter two matter only in that they limit how long a mirror can
be observed, they can be combined into tµ = min(tres, talign), a
timescale describing the effects of proper motion. The duty
cycle depends on the relative sizes of these timescales. Ta-
ble 1 gives approximations for η for exposures where at least
one flash is observed. Roughly, η is the fraction of an expo-
sure a single flash lasts multiplied by the number of flashes
Nflash seen during the exposure. Diffusely reflecting objects
also have a duty cycle, ηdiff ≈min(tres/texp,1), accounting for
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TABLE 1
DUTY CYCLE DEPENDENCE ON TIMESCALES
Order η Nflash Description
tµ ≤ t?, texp tµ/texp 1 High proper motion limits integration
texp ≤ t?, tµ 1 1 Very short exposure resolves flash
t? ≤ tµ ≤ tspin, texp t?/texp 1 High proper motion, only one unresolved flash
t? ≤ texp ≤ tµ, tspin t?/texp 1 Short exposure, only one unresolved flash
t? ≤ tspin ≤ tµ ≤ texp t?tµ/(tspintexp) tµ/tspin Many flashes integrated, limited by motion
t? ≤ tspin ≤ texp ≤ tµ t?/tspin texp/tspin Many flashes integrated, limited by exposure
the effects of proper motion on sensitivity:
〈Fdiff〉 = Fdiffηdiff. (8)
3.2. Detectability of a glint
How far can we see these glints with our current instru-
ments? The answer depends on tspin. It also depends on tele-
scope exposure time, angular resolution, field of view (FoV),
and sensitivity. Lower angular resolution actually increases
tres, since it takes longer for the artifact to cross a resolution
element, but it also blends more sky background and makes
it harder to see faint flashes. Likewise, with a shorter inte-
gration time, each exposure is less sensitive, but those with a
flash will have less dead time.
I consider three nominal surveys (Table 2). The first, Pan-
STARRS1, represents an extant, deep survey, with deep expo-
sures lasting for tens of seconds, and arcsecond angular res-
olution (Chambers et al. 2016). These capabilities will all be
sharpened further with the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope
(LSST) when it comes online in a few years, which is the
second survey I consider (LSST Science Collaboration et al.
2009). Both of them have instantaneous fields of view of less
than ten square degrees, although they image over a thousand
square degrees during the course of a night. Artifacts far in the
Solar System are aligned with the Earth for hours, so there is
a fair chance of capturing it. Neither presents an opportunity
for capturing more than a couple of exposures before the glint
fades permanently, though, so it would be hard to verify the
glint’s properties. Since Pan-STARRS1 and LSST image in
multiple bands, for each set of parameters and survey, I se-
lect the band that yields the strongest limits when presenting
results.
Evryscope, the third program considered, serves as a no-
tional instantaneously all-sky survey. This proposed system
is an array of telescopes, covering 9,000 square degrees in-
stantaneously (Law et al. 2015). It will image this entire field
every two minutes, so any glint bright enough to be seen can
be tracked and verified to be visible while it moves across
an angle θ on the sky. Evryscope has moderate sensitivity,
down to 16th magnitude, and sub-arcminute angular resolu-
tion.
Figure 4 plots the range that mirrors are visible, assuming
∆V = 30 km s−1 as appropriate for an interplanetary artifact..
We see that the sensitivity usually decreases as the artifact
spins faster, even for tspin as long as 105 s ∼ 1 day when the
range is 1 AU. The range usually falls by a factor of ∼ 1,400
between the asymptotic limits for slow and fast rotation. This
transition regime in rotation period changes with mirror area
and the survey used. With Pan-STARRS1 and ρAproj = 1 m2,
the slow rotation regime occurs for tspin & 400,000 s, while
fast rotation regime occurs for tspin . 0.3 s. Large objects are
in the fast rotation regime when tspin . 40 s (∼ texp) and do
not achieve the slow rotation regime even when tspin = 106 s.
Small, closer surfaces need to be spinning much more rapidly
for rotation to affect the photometry because they cross the
sky quicker and sensitivity is limited by proper motion in-
stead.
If it weren’t for rotation, Pan-STARRS1 (LSST) could
detect a 1 m2 surface out to about the distance of Jupiter
(Uranus). A rotation period of a minute drastically reduces
the range. For tspin = 100 s, Pan-STARRS1 (LSST) has a range
of just 0.2 AU (0.9 AU), with a minimal range of 0.01 AU
(0.07 AU) in the fast rotation regime. Of course, larger re-
flecting surfaces are visible to greater distances. Even by just
increasing the area to 10 m2, Pan-STARRS1 (LSST) could de-
tect a quickly rotating mirror out to 0.1 AU (0.5 AU). These
results are exciting because the laser sails proposed for Break-
through Starshot have an area of 10 m2 (e.g., Parkin 2018) and
the solar sail demonstrator IKAROS has an area of 200 m2
(Tsuda et al. 2011). Although neither is capable of enter-
ing orbit around another star, this demonstrates that human-
scale artifacts are detectable with forthcoming surveys. LSST
should be able to detect a mirror of that size in Venus’ or
Mars’ solar orbit at closest approach, if the mirror orientation
is favorable.
4. POSSIBLE CONSTRAINTS ON ARTIFACT DENSITY
4.1. Reach of photometric surveys
Two quantities determine whether a glint is visible from
Earth: the probability that it is observed during an exposure
and its mean brightness during the exposure.
Even if a mirror is in the field of view, and even if the Earth
is in the revolving path of the Sun’s image on the rotating
mirror’s sky, that doesn’t mean a flash will be seen during
an exposure. We also need to consider PH , the probability
that we observe the mirror at the right phase (the right time
of its day) to see a flash at some point during the integration
time. Now this probability depends on t?, tspin, and texp, but it
also depends on the duration the mirror is in the field of view
and reflects glints at the observer, t′µ = min(talign, tFoV). Here,
tFoV ≈ θFoVD⊕/∆v, where θFoV is the radius of the survey’s
instantaneous field of view. Approximations for PH are listen
in Table 3.
We can now calculate the effective volume sampled by a
single exposure:
Vspec =
∫
FoV
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
∫ Dmax
Dmin
max
(
texp
t′µ
,1
)
PHD2⊕
× d
2Porient
d cosδd cosΛ
dD⊕d cosδ d cosΛ dΩ. (9)
Dmax is the maximum distance a glint is visible from a mirror
with a fixed size, rotation period, δ, Λ, and direction relative
to Earth. Each part of the exposure sky area Ω corresponds
to different values of φ and ξ⊕ during a flash, where the latter
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TABLE 2
ADOPTED PARAMETERS FOR CONSIDERED SURVEYS
Property Pan-STARRS1 3pi LSST Evryscope
Angular resolution 1.1 ′′ 0.2 ′′ 26.6 ′′
Field radius 1.5◦ 1.75◦ 52.5◦
Instantaneous field of view 7.1 deg2 9.6 deg2 8660 deg2
Instrument reference Chambers et al. (2016) LSST Science Collaboration et al. (2009) Law et al. (2015)
Photometry reference Tonry et al. (2012) LSST Science Collaboration et al. (2009) Bessell (1990)
Bands gPS1 rPS1 iPS1 zPS1 yPS1 uLSST gLSST rLSST iLSST zLSST yLSST V
Magnitude limit 22.0 21.8 21.5 20.9 19.7 23.9 25.0 24.7 24.0 23.3 22.1 16.4
Solar absolute magnitude −26.6 −26.9 −27.1 −27.0 −27.0 −25.4 −26.5 −26.9 −27.0 −27.1 −27.0 −26.7
Exposure time 43 s 40 s 45 s 30 s 30 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 15 s 120 s
NOTE. — Solar absolute magnitude is the apparent magnitude of the Sun as viewed from 1 AU in each filter, using the transmission curves for
each band and instrument.
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FIG. 4.— Left: Area of a specularly reflecting surface at opposition and moving at ∆v = 30 km s−1 that can be seen by various photometric surveys, as a
function of its rotation frequency νspin and distance. The effective area is (100 m)2 for cyan lines, 1 m2 for black lines, and 1 cm2 for orange lines. Right:
Maximum distance a surface can be seen (∆v = 30 km s−1) as a function of νspin and area. Contours are for ranges of 0.1 (orange), 1 (black), 10 (light cyan), and
100 AU (dark cyan). Surveys are Pan-STARRS (solid lines and shading), LSST (dashed), and Evryscope (dotted). In both plots, I assume H? = θ.
TABLE 3
PHASE PROBABILITY DEPENDENCE ON TIMESCALES
Order PH Description
t′µ ≤ t?, tspin, texp t?/tspin High proper motion samples just one phase
texp ≤ t?, tspin, t′µ t?/tspin Short exposure samples just one phase
t? ≤ texp ≤ tspin, t′µ texp/tspin Phase range limited by exposure
t? ≤ t′µ ≤ tspin, texp t′µ/tspin Phase range observed limited by proper motion
t? ≤ tspin ≤ t′µ, texp 1 All phases of mirror observed during exposure
is the “position angle” of the Earth relative to the Sun on the
artifact. Thus, H? varies across the integration range of Ω.
This integral also includes a dependence on the orientation of
the artifact and its spin axis. For randomly oriented surfaces,
d2Porient
d cosδd cosΛ
=
1
4
. (10)
The enhancement factor max
(
texp/t′µ,1
)
matters for very long
exposures, as new artifacts move into the field of view or start
to glint while the old ones are no longer visible.3
3 Of the two basic geometry regimes, a subpolar one where H? 2pi and a
polar one H? ≈ 2pi, the subpolar one is vastly more important for Vspec. Even
though a polar geometry lets the glint stay aligned with Earth for the entire
rotation period, letting it be viewed from further distances, the probability
of a polar geometry is proportional to θ4. A subpolar glint only requires
|δ±Λ| . θ/2.
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These equations are very complicated in the most general
case of arbitrary phase angle φ. The integrals are easier to
calculate if the artifact happens to be at opposition with re-
spect to the Earth (φ = 0). Then H? is given by equation 3 and
Aproj = A.
When the exposure sky areas is small relative to θ2, a mir-
ror near opposition has φ≈ 0 and an irrelevant ξ⊕. Thus, there
is then no dependence on Ω in Equation 9. This assumption
is violated for the cameras of many of the large surveys that
might hope to detect glints, including PAN-STARRS1, LSST,
and Evryscope. To get a rough sense of the effective volume
of these surveys, I nonetheless use this opposition approxima-
tion for the entire field of view.
Figure 5 is a plot of the resulting Vspec for PAN-STARRS1
and Evryscope. I consider interplanetary artifacts with ∆V =
30 km s−1 (Dmin = 10−4 AU, Dmax ≤ 1,000 AU). I also con-
sider mirrors trapped in the Earth-Moon L4 and L5 points,
with ∆V = 1 km s−1. The integration region for the La-
grange points is defined using the dimensions of the sta-
ble halo orbits quoted in Freitas (1983): |D⊕ − DMoon| ≤
75,000 km with a maximum sky area of ΩL4+L5 = 2 ×
300,000× 70,000 km2/D2Moon substituting for the field of
view of Evryscope, where I adopt DMoon = 384,000 km as
the distance to the Moon.
When dealing with interplanetary artifacts (left panel), the
effective survey volume is small – 0.001 AU3 for square kilo-
meter mirrors, 10−9–10−7 AU3 for ten square meter mirrors –
both because of the narrow fields of view of the deeper Pan-
STARRS1 and LSST, and the stringent constraints on mirror
alignment for a glint to be seen. For large mirrors, the aim
of the mirror and the field of view is critical since even a dis-
tant glint can be seen easily. This is why, for large mirrors,
Evryscope is more powerful than even LSST. It’s also why
there’s a greater reach when the big mirrors rotate quickly,
since the glint sweeps across a larger part of the Solar Sys-
tem during an exposure. For small mirrors, in contrast, better
sensitivity comes from better depth per exposure. In this case,
a small Dmax is likely to lead to streaking of the glint on the
exposure (equation 6), further weakening sensitivity.
If we look for mirrors near the Earth-Moon L4/L5 points
(right panel), they are so slow and so high flux that whether
the mirror aims sunlight at Earth during an exposure is basi-
cally the determining factor. In mirrors with very slow rota-
tion, the probability one will reflect sunlight to the Earth in
the opposition approximation is θ2/8, leading to this upper
limit on the number of mirrors in the Lagrange point regions:
N1 =
ΩL4+L5
ΩFoV
8
θ2
=
8ΩL4+L5
ΩFoV
(
D
R
)2
. (11)
Quickly rotating mirrors are more likely to emit a flash to-
wards the Earth, with probability εθ/(4pi), where I find
ε≈ pi2 in my calculations. Then the upper limit on the number
of mirrors in the Lagrange regions is:
N2 =
ΩL4+L5
ΩFoV
4pi
εθ
≈ 4ΩL4+L5
piΩFoV
D
R
. (12)
In fact, these two limits define the behavior over most of the
considered parameter space in Figure 5, with N2 holding for
tspin . texp, and N1 holding for tspin & 2,000 texp, regardless
of surface area. Only when looking for the smallest mirrors
(smaller than 0.05 m2 for Pan-STARRS1) does survey depth
matter, and the constraints become weaker than the pure geo-
metric expectation.
Of course, during a night, Pan-STARRS1 and LSST ob-
serve thousands of square degrees. Since talign is about the
length of one night, if an artifact is glinting somewhere within
a given night’s observing region, there’s a good chance the im-
age beam will still be passing over the Earth by the time these
telescopes catch up to that region. For order of magnitude
estimates, we can regard the effective instantaneous field of
view for these instruments to be the distinct sky area covered
in one night. Thus, Pan-STARRS and LSST have a nightly ef-
fective reach that is∼ 100 times greater than the reach per ex-
posure. This raises Pan-STARRS1’s effective reach for 10 m2
mirrors to ∼ 10−7–10−5 AU3 per night, for instance.
Over longer periods, the shiny artifacts are cycled through
observability by the constantly changing alignment between
them, the Sun, and the Earth. After each period of talign, glints
from a new population of objects become visible while the
old glints become misaligned. Since talign is roughly half a
day, each night will provide a new sample of phase space.
Furthermore, it is unlikely that an artifact will glint on two
different nights over periods much shorter than the synodic
period. This will allow long-running programs like LSST to
further tighten constraints by factors of hundreds. Accurately
modeling the rate that new mirrors become visible is diffi-
cult, however, because the phase angle depends not only on
the ecliptic longitudes of the mirror and Earth, but the orien-
tation of the mirror itself. An actual calculation is deferred,
but as an order of magnitude estimate, this sampling effect
can increase the yield by at most 2pi/θ ≈ 1,400(D/1 AU).
In all, Pan-STARRS1 and LSST might achieve an effective
reach about ∼ 105 times greater than that of a single expo-
sure. The final reach of Pan-STARRS1 to 10 m2 mirrors is
roughly 10−4–10−2 AU3.
4.2. Comparing artifact detectability by diffuse and specular
reflections
The density constraints on shiny artifacts, as shown in Fig-
ure 5, are actually quite weak. In fact, for most values of
ρAproj and tspin, large diffusely reflecting objects are better
constrained by all three surveys, when considering single ex-
posures. The effective volume of a survey for diffusely re-
flecting surfaces is
Vdiff =
∫
FoV
∫ 1
−1
∫ Dmax
0
max
(
texp
tFoV
,1
)
D2⊕
dP
d cosφ
×dD⊕d cosφdΩ, (13)
where dP/d cosφ = (1/2), and the projected area is calculated
as Aproj = Acos(φ/2). I used equation 13 to calculate these
effective volumes for each of the three surveys, after substi-
tuting 〈Fdiff〉 (equation 8) for the flux to account for proper
motion.
Figure 6 shows how the ratios of Vspec/Vdiff varies with sur-
face area and rotation period for the mirrors. It is easier to de-
tect a large surface when it is diffusely reflecting rather than
a pure specular reflection. For small objects, specular reflec-
tions are much more detectable than the diffuse reflections,
with Vspec/Vdiff = 1 for effective areas of ∼ 500–2,500 m2 for
Pan-STARRS1 (∼ 100–600 m2 for LSST and 10,000 m2 for
Evryscope). Slow rotation slightly decreases this area. Two
factors are at work: (1) only a small fraction of shiny objects
are visible because most are pointed the wrong way and (2)
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FIG. 5.— Effective survey volumes for artifacts in interplanetary space (left, ∆V = 30 km s−1) and near the Earth-Moon L4/L5 points (right, ∆V = 1 km s−1)
using the opposition approximation. On left, contours are for 10−3 (dark cyan), 10−6 (light cyan), 10−9 (grey), 10−12 (light orange), and 10−15 AU3 (dark orange).
On right, the contours denote limits on the number of mirrors in the Earth-Moon L4/L5 points: 10N1 (dark orange), N1 (light orange), and N2 (cyan). Surveys
use the same line styling as Figure 4.
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FIG. 6.— Ratio of the effective survey volume for mirrors and diffusely
reflecting surfaces with ∆V = 30 km s−1. The contours stand for Vspec/Vdiff
of 106 (dark cyan), 103 (light cyan), 1 (grey), 10 (light orange), and 100
(dark orange). I use the opposition approximation. Surveys use the same line
styling as Figure 4.
when objects are further from the Sun, they must be more
precisely aligned for us to see a glint.
Consider the non-rotating case, in the dominant subpolar
regime, with negligible proper motion. Flat mirrors are de-
tectable within
D⊕spec ≈
√
L
4pi2R2
ρAproj
Fmin
, (14)
while a dull artifact is visible out to
D⊕diff ≈
√
L
4pi2D2diff
ρAproj
Fmin
, (15)
where Ddiff is the distance between the Sun and the dull arti-
fact. The shiny artifact is visible at much larger distances than
the dull artifact. Non-rotating shiny artifacts have a probabil-
ity
P =
1
4
(
R
Dspec
)2
(16)
of aiming their glint towards the observer, where Dspec is the
distance between the Sun and the shiny artifact. The ratio
of instantaneous effective volume surveyed for specular and
diffuse reflections is:
Vspec
Vdiff ≈ P
(
D⊕spec
D⊕diff
)2
=
1
4
Ddiff
R
(
Ddiff
Dspec
)2
. (17)
If we are looking for very small artifacts, they will be visi-
ble only when they are close to Earth. Thus, each D⊕ is much
smaller than D ≈ 1 AU, and equation 17 comes out to
Vspec
Vdiff ≈
1
4
D
R
≈ 50, (18)
greatly favoring shiny artifacts. If A has a medium value,
D⊕spec & 1 AU but D⊕diff  1 AU. The shiny artifact is gener-
ally further from the Sun, with Dspec ≈D⊕spec , requiring more
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precise aim towards the Earth:
Vspec
Vdiff ≈
1
4
ℵ3
RD2⊕spec
≈ 50
(
Dspec
AU
)−2
. (19)
Finally, a large artifact is visible all the way out to the outer
Solar System, with D⊕diff ≈ Ddiff & 1 AU:
D⊕diff ≈
(
L
4pi2
A
Fmin
)1/4
≡ D, (20)
and the advantage of shiny over dull artifacts is flipped:
Vspec
Vdiff ≈
1
4
R
D⊕diff
≈ 1
900
(
D⊕diff
AU
)−1
. (21)
Rotation and proper motion affect the scalings in different
ways (Table 4 for selected cases). Specular reflections always
are more likely to be detected than diffusely reflecting objects
of the same size and rotation period (Vspec/Vdiff > 1) when the
surfaces are small and nearby (D⊕ 1 AU). Rotation alone
tends to moderate the ratio of Vspec/Vdiff, pushing it closer to 1
for all combinations of D⊕. This is because a rotating object
has a smaller mean brightness but sweeps the image of the
Sun across a larger sky area. Proper motion is more severe
for closer objects, and diffusely reflecting surfaces must be
closer to be detected than a mirror. Thus, rapid proper motion
greatly favors specular reflections, and when it is fast enough
Vspec/Vdiff can reach 1 even for distant objects. Since proper
motion is a limiting factor for deep photometric surveys, it is
common for Vspec/Vdiff  100 for small objects (Figure 6).
Extremely rapid proper motion, with tFoV  texp, moderates
the advantage of specular reflections somewhat, since dif-
fusely reflecting objects have a higher enhancement factor as
more cross the field of view during an exposure.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The glint of sunlight from a shiny artifact is a novel tech-
nosignature for SETI, demonstrated by its occurrence from
human satellites in Earth orbit. Glints are visible from a larger
distance than a dull object, but only a small fraction of ar-
tifacts is visible at any one time. Specular reflections from
lightweight mirrors might act like a heliograph, serving as a
cheap “beacon” for ETIs who can deliver a payload to the So-
lar System. These would be able to use the power provided in
sunlight passively and would not need any kind of electronics.
The relative motion of the Earth, Sun, and artifact brings the
glint in and out of alignment over a timescale of several hours.
We would see it as a small Solar System object that appears
and vanishes on that same timescale.
Rotating objects have more complicated light curves, but
generally consist of a regular train of flashes with a typical
duty cycle of a fraction of percent. The train of flashes will
likewise last for several hours. There is a polar regime in
which the Sun and the surface’s axis of rotation are aligned,
for which the glint appears steady, but they contribute negli-
gibly to the visible population of glints. Rotating objects have
a smaller average brightness, but the likelihood of seeing one
is higher.
I used an opposition geometry approximation to simplify
analysis and calculated possible constraints on mirror density
set by widefield photometric surveys. Pan-STARRS1 is sen-
sitive to surfaces at 1 AU with A≈ 200 m2 (rapidly spinning)
to 0.07 m2 (slowly spinning). Likewise, it is sensitive to a
10 m2 mirror out to a distance of 0.1 AU (rapidly spinning)
to & 10 AU (slowly spinning). Despite these relatively large
ranges, searches for specular reflections are severely ham-
pered by how narrow the cone of reflected sunlight is. The
effective search volume probed by a single exposure of Pan-
STARRS1 for that 10 m2 mirror in interplanetary space is
3×10−9 AU3 (rapidly spinning) to 6×10−8 AU3 (slowly spin-
ning), peaking at 10−7 AU at tspin ≈ 1,000 s. Generally, rapid
rotation in a mirror increases our sensitivity for large mirrors
but decreases our sensitivity for small mirrors. The geometry
factor makes it harder to constrain shiny mirrors than dull sur-
faces of the same effective area when they are large. However,
specular reflection would greatly enhance a small artifact’s
visibility, especially when it is close enough to be blurred by
proper motion.
We would detect a glint in each exposure only if there are
millions of mirrors in the inner Solar System. The Earth-
Moon Lagrange points might be more promising, where only
a few hundred mirrors are necessary for a detection using a
very widefield survey like Evryscope. Of course, these sur-
veys image thousands of square degrees per night, so their
field of view is effectively hundreds of times larger. In addi-
tion, they repeatedly image the sky over the course of years,
allowing us to examine hundreds of different geometries. A
model of how the yield grows with time would be useful in
further characterizing this technosignature.
APPENDIX
A. HOW PRECISELY MUST THE MIRROR BE AIMED?
The probability a mirror is instantaneously aimed so as to produce a glint seen from Earth is the major limitation to this
technosignature in a lot of cases.
The beam of reflected sunlight fills a solid angle of Ω. Since this is true no matter which direction the mirror is pointed,
we expect by conservation of phase space that when we average over all mirror orientations and all image positions on the sky,
that the probability is Ω/(4pi). This is in fact correct when averaged over all orientations: if an isotropic spherical shell of
tiny mirrors (reflective on both sides) with random orientations surrounded a free-floating observer at a distance D, then a
fraction Ω/(4pi) of them would show a glint to the observer when averaged over all sky directions.
But this general argument does not apply to specific cases. In the opposition approximation, where both the Sun and the Earth
are coaligned, a glint is only seen if the Sun and Earth are normal to the surface. Tilting the mirror by just θ/2 ensures the Sun’s
image no longer touches the Earth. If both sides of the mirror are reflective, the solid angle of allowed glint alignments is piθ2/2,
just half the mean value.
The key to understanding this discrepancy is understanding the different effects of rolling and pitching the mirror. Let zˆ be the
direction normal to the mirror’s surface. The xˆ direction will be defined to point in the direction of the Sun’s azimuth, and the
yˆ direction is perpendicular to xˆ and zˆ. Now suppose the Sun’s reflected image and the Earth are perfectly aligned. Tilting the
mirror will cause the Sun and the Earth will appear to move one way on the mirror’s sky, while the Sun’s image moves the other
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TABLE 4
APPROXIMATIONS FOR RATIO OF EFFECTIVE REACH FOR SHINY AND DULL SURFACES IN SELECTED REGIMES
Regime Rotation Proper motion D⊕diff  D⊕spec ℵ D⊕diff ℵ D⊕spec ℵ D⊕diff  D⊕spec
texp ≤ tres, tFoV, t?, tspin, talign Slow Slow ℵR
Rℵ3
D4
R
D
tres ≤ texp ≤ tFoV, t?, tspin, talign Slow Moderate
( ℵ
R
)4 (∆Vtexp
θres
)2 ℵ6
D8
1
tres ≤ tFoV ≤ texp ≤ t?, tspin, talign Slow Fast
( ℵ
R
)2 (∆Vtexp
θres
)2 R2ℵ4
D8
(
∆Vtexp
θres
R3
D4
)2/3
t? ≤ texp ≤ tspin, tres, tFoV, talign Moderate Slow
(
tspin
texp
ℵ
R
)1/2 ( texp
tspin
Rℵ9
D10
)1/3 ( texp
tspin
R
D
)1/3
t? ≤ tres ≤ texp ≤ tspin, tFoV, talign Moderate Moderate
(
tspint5exp
θ6res
∆V 6ℵ7
RD
12
)1/2 (
∆V 9t10exp
θ9restspin
Rℵ18
D28
)1/3 (
∆V 3t4exp
θ3restspin
R
D4
)1/3
tres ≤ t? ≤ texp ≤ tspin, tFoV, talign Moderate Moderate texptspin
( ℵ
R
)5 ∆Vt2exp
θrestspin
ℵ6
R3D
4
θres
∆Vtspin
D4
R3
t? ≤ tspin ≤ texp ≤ tres, tFoV, talign Fast Slow
( ℵ
R
)1/2 (Rℵ9
D10
)1/3 (R
D
)1/3
t? ≤ tspin ≤ tres ≤ texp ≤ tFoV, talign Fast Moderate
( ℵ
R
)2 (∆Vtexp
θres
)2 ℵ6
D8
1
t? ≤ tres ≤ tspin ≤ texp ≤ tFoV, talign Fast Moderate
(
∆V 6t3spint
3
exp
θ6res
ℵ7
RD
12
)1/2 (
∆V 9t2spint
7
exp
θ9res
Rℵ18
D28
)1/3 (
∆V 3t2spintexp
θ3res
R
D4
)1/3
NOTE. — Scalings assume that both specularly and diffusely reflecting objects are in the same regime. Rotation is slow if texp ≤ t?, moderate if t? ≤ texp ≤
tspin, and fast if tspin ≤ texp. Proper motion is slow if texp ≤ tres, moderate if tres ≤ texp ≤ tFoV, and fast if tFoV ≤ texp. D = (LAeff/(4pi2Fmin))1/4. ℵ is the
distance between the observer and the Sun, assumed to be 1 AU. Constant coefficients are ignored.
FIG. 7.— The angle a mirror can be tilted before a glint can no longer be seen depends on whether the tilting is a pitch (left) or a roll (right) motion. Pitching
the mirror by angle Y leads to a widening by 2Y of the angular separation between the Earth and the image. When rolling the mirror by angle X , the distance the
Sun and Earth move on the sky is proportional to sinγ, where γ is the altitude. In the right diagram, the Sun is on the far side of the celestial sphere, while the
image and the Earth are on the near side.
way. If we pitch the mirror on the y-axis by angle Y , the Earth and the image will diverge by angle 2Y . But if we roll the mirror
on the x-axis by angle X , the divergence depends on the altitude γ of the Sun and Earth. This is because their projections on the
yz plane can be closer to the spin axis. This is demonstrated in Figure 7. If the Sun and the Earth are on the horizon (φ = 180◦),
rolling the mirror has no effect whatsoever on the alignment between the image and the Earth. Thus the tolerance to tilting the
mirror out of alignment depends on the phase angle and which way it is tilted.4
It’s important to distinguish misalignment caused by the mirror being tilted and misalignment caused by the relative motion
of the Earth and the Sun on the mirror’s sky. Tilting the mirror is what limits t?, the duration of an individual flash. Relative
motion of Earth and the Sun is what limits talign, the total duration the mirror appears to emit flashes towards Earth (typically
a few hours). This latter quantity is not determined by the mirror’s rotation; it’s simply the time it takes the Earth to cross the
Sun’s disk or track on the sky (Figure 2). The difference is that when the mirror itself is rotated, the Earth and the Sun’s image
necessarily move in opposite directions on the mirror’s sky and their relative separation depends on their altitude.
I now provide a calculation of the size of Ωz, the solid angle for which the mirror is oriented to display a glint to the Earth.
Again, we can consider by supposing that the mirror starts out perfectly aligned, with the Sun’s center and Earth both at altitude
4 Yawing the mirror by rotating it around the z-axis does not tilt the mirror
in and of itself, so it does not change the alignment between the image and the Earth.
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γ, the Sun’s center in the +x direction and the Earth in the −x direction. Thus the Sun’s position on the celestial sphere is given
by the vector rˆ = (x,y,z) = (cosγ,0,sinγ), and the Earth’s vector is rˆ⊕ = (x⊕,y⊕,z⊕) = (−cosγ,0,sinγ).
Any tilting of the mirror can be accomplished by first yawing the mirror, rotating it on the z-axis by angle Z, and then pitching
on the new y-axis by Y . Y can take values between 0 and pi, while Z can be anything in the range 0 to 2pi. This way, pure pitch
(as described above) happens when sinZ = 0 and pure roll occurs when cosZ = 0. The rotation matrix is:
Q =
(
cosY cosZ −cosY sinZ sinY
sinZ cosZ 0
−sinY cosZ sinY sinZ cosY,
)
(A1)
so the Sun’s new position is rˆ′ = (x
′
,y
′
,z
′
) = (cosγ cosY cosZ + sinγ sinY,cosγ sinZ,−cosγ sinY cosZ + sinγ cosY ), and the
Earth’s new position is rˆ′⊕ = (x
′
⊕,y
′
⊕,z
′
⊕) = (−cosγ cosY cosZ + sinγ sinY,−cosγ sinZ,cosγ sinY cosZ + sinγ cosY ).
The mirror image of the Sun is at the same altitude as the Sun but the opposite azimuth. The (x,y,z) vector for the image of an
object at rˆ is rˆ? = χrˆ, where the reflection matrix is
χ =
(−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1
)
. (A2)
Hence, after tilting the mirror, the Sun’s beam is aimed at rˆ′? = (−cosγ cosY cosZ − sinγ sinY,−cosγ sinZ,−cosγ sinY cosZ +
sinγ cosY ).
A glint is seen if the angle between the new image center and the Earth is smaller than θ, with rˆ′? · rˆ′⊕ ≥ cosθ. This condition
can be expressed as:
cos2 Y ≥ 1− sin
2(θ/2)
1− cos2 γ sin2 Z
. (A3)
For a pure pitching rotation, this means that either Y ≤ θ/2 or Y ≥ pi − θ/2. A pure rolling rotation typically allows for a
greater freedom in allowed Y : sin(θ/2)/sinγ ≥ |sinY |. Note that when the Sun and the Earth have |γ| ≤ θ/2, no amount of
roll can cause misalignment, as discussed above.
So, for a given phase angle φ = pi −2γ, the mirror normal can be pointed over a solid angle
Ωz = 2
∫ 2pi
0
[
1−
√
max
(
0,1−
1− cosθ
1+ cos2 Z + cosφsin2 Z
)]
dZ, (A4)
with the 2 in front standing for both sides of the mirror. For values of φ not within a few θ of pi, a useful approximation is
Ωz ≈ piθ2/[2cos(φ/2)].
Averaging over all relative orientations of Sun and Earth, I find:
〈Ωz〉 = 12
∫ 1
−1
Ωz(φ)d cosφ = piθ2, (A5)
in accordance with the symmetry argument at the start of the section. Note that this 〈Ωz〉 refers to a probability of a glint occurring,
not the amount of light from the glint. An observer surrounded by a close, isotropic cloud of randomly oriented mirrors would
not see a bright region near the Sun because the higher Ωz is countered by the smaller projected area Aproj = Asinγ. In fact, the
intensity in reflected light from all directions not coincident with the Sun would be the same. This is a consequence of the fact
that, averaged over all orientations and absent diffraction, a reflecting convex solid has the same scattering properties as a sphere
with the same surface properties – which means isotropic scattering for a specularly reflecting shape (van de Hulst 1981).
B. CALCULATION OF IMAGE SKY POSITION FOR A ROTATING MIRROR
Rotation complicates the glint’s geometry considerably, since the surface need not be normal to the axis of rotation. As
described in Section 2.2.2 and shown in Figure 3, we can make an analogy to the Earth’s celestial sphere, and then also set
α = 0 instantaneously. Then we can define a Cartesian coordinate system with xˆ being “east” (the direction the Sun rises from),
yˆ being “north” (the pole left of uˆ), and zˆ being the zenith direction. (Note that these xˆ and yˆ are not the same as the xˆ and yˆ of
Appendix A.)
We can also define an external, inertial coordinate system centered on the surface. Let wˆ be the direction along the rotation
axis. The Sun will be defined to be on the uw plane (with v = 0). In this coordinate system, a spot located at (α,δ) on the
celestial sphere has u = cosαcosδ, v = sinαcosδ, and w = sinδ. So the Sun’s direction on the celestial sphere has a vector of
rˆ = cosδuˆ+ sinδwˆ.
The reflection matrix χ (equation A2) allows us to calculate the altitude and azimuth of the image from the Sun’s altitude and
azimuth. The direction of the specular reflection in the external, inertial frame can be found by rotating to the comoving frame,
reflecting, and then rotating back: rˆ? =Mrˆ, whereM =R−1χR. The transformation from uvw to xyz is found by multiplying by
R =
( −sinH cosH 0
−cosH sinΛ −sinH sinΛ cosΛ
cosH cosΛ sinH cosΛ sinΛ
)
. (B1)
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FIG. 8.— Left: The path on the sky of the Sun’s reflection, as viewed from a spinning artifact with Λ = 45◦. Right: The angular speed of the Sun’s image for
the same artifact, in terms of hour angle H. Different Solar declinations have different line styles, with |δ| of 30◦ (dash-dot), 45◦ (long dashes), 60◦ (short
dashes), and 90◦ (dotted). Positive declinations are in blue, negative declinations are in red, and an equatorial Sun is denoted by the black solid line.
So the transformation matrix from rˆ to rˆ? is given by:
M =
2cos2 H cos2 Λ−1 sin2H cos2 Λ cosH sin2Λsin2H cos2 Λ 2sin2 H cos2 Λ−1 sinH sin2Λ
cosH sin2Λ sinH sin2Λ −cos2Λ
 , (B2)
with α? = tan−1(v?/u?) and δ? = sin−1 w?. Finally, the Sun’s reflection points at(
u?
v?
w?
)
=
(2cos2 H cos2 Λ−1)cosδ + cosH sin2Λsinδsin2H cos2 Λcosδ + sinH sin2Λsinδ
cosH sin2Λcosδ − cos2Λsinδ
 . (B3)
The paths traced out by the sun’s reflection on the sky are more complicated than simple circles, and can include retrograde loops
(Figure 8).
The angular speed of the image on the sky, dθ?/dH =
√
(dδ?/dH)2 + (dα?/dH)2 cos2 δ?, is a function of H, Λ, and rˆ and can
be calculated from
dδ?
dH
= −sinH sin2Λ
cosδ
cosδ?
(B4)
dα?
dH
= 1+
cos2 Λcosδ
cos2 δ?
[
u?(cos2H + tan2 Λ)+ v? sin2H
]
(B5)
The value of dθ?/dH when the image of the Sun intersects the Earth determines the duration of each flash. It is a periodic but
not quite sinusoidal function that is typically ∼ 1 for mid-latitude objects (Figure 8), with a maximum value of 2 for “equatorial”
mirrors with δ = 0. This maximum speed corresponds to rotation being a pure pitch discussed in Appendix A.
C. DERIVATION OF ANGLE BETWEEN SUN’S IMAGE AND EARTH FOR ROTATING MIRROR
Equation B3 gives the direction of the Sun’s image on the external (non-corotating) sky as the mirror rotates. Starting from the
uvw coordinates of Appendix B, we can rotate the reference frame so that the Sun is at the “top” (w′ = 1) by multiplying by the
matrix S:
S =
(
sinδ 0 −cosδ
0 1 0
cosδ 0 sinδ
)
. (C1)
Coordinates in this reference frame will be denoted by u′, v′, and w′.
At any given moment the Earth is at mirror-defined right ascension α⊕ and mirror-defined declination δ⊕. While we can
specify the phase angle φ between the Earth and the Sun from the Solar System geometry, the position angle of the Earth relative
to the Sun depends on the mirror orientation. Since α⊕ and δ⊕ depend on the arbitrary mirror orientation, it is more convenient
to define ξ⊕ in the u′v′w′ frame, with u′⊕ = cosξ⊕ sinφ, v
′
⊕ = sinξ⊕ sinφ, and w
′
⊕ = cosφ.
To calculate the angular distance between the Sun’s image and the Earth on the mirror sky, we rotate again from the u′v′w′
frame to the u′′v′′w′′ frame, where the Earth is on “top” with w′′⊕ = 1. This rotation matrix is given by:
S ′⊕ =
(
cosφcosξ⊕ cosφsinξ⊕ −sinφ
−sinξ⊕ cosξ⊕ 0
sinφcosξ⊕ sinφsinξ⊕ cosφ
)
, (C2)
where (u′′,v′′,w′′)T = S⊕(u′,v′,w′)T . The coordinates of the Sun’s image in this system are found from (u′′? ,v′′? ,w′′? )T =
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S ′⊕S(u?,v?,w?)T :(
u′′?
v′′?
w′′?
)
=
(
cosξ⊕ cosφsinδ − sinφcosδ sinξ⊕ cosφ −cosξ⊕ cosφcosδ − sinφsinδ
−sinξ⊕ sinδ cosξ⊕ sinξ⊕ cosδ
cosξ⊕ sinφsinδ + cosφcosδ sinξ⊕ sinφ −cosξ⊕ sinφcosδ + cosφsinδ
)(
u?
v?
w?
)
. (C3)
The angle between the center of the Sun’s image and the Earth at any moment is found from cosθ = rˆoplus · rˆ? = w′′? . Plugging
in the image coordinates from equation B3, I find:
w′′? = cos
2 H cos2 Λ[cosφ(1+ cos2δ)+ cosξ⊕ sinφsin2δ]+ cosH sin2Λ[cosφsin2δ − cosξ⊕ sinφcos2δ]
+ sin2H cos2 Λ(sinξ⊕ sinφcosδ)+ sinH sin2Λ(sinξ⊕ sinφsinδ)
+ [cosφ(2sin2 Λsin2 δ −1)− sin2 Λcosξ⊕ sinφsin2δ]. (C4)
A glint is seen when w′′? ≥ cosθ. Equation C4 is a quartic equation for general values of φ and ξ⊕. The solution of w′′? = cosθ
is therefore extremely complicated. At opposition (φ = 0), however, it reduces to a quadratic equation in cosH, and w′′? = cosθ
happens when H = Hedge in the following relation:
cos2 Hedge(2cos2 Λcos2 δ)+ cosHedge(sin2Λsin2δ)+ (2sin2 δ sin2 Λ−1− cosθ) = 0. (C5)
Equation 3 follows from this relation by finding the two solutions for cosHedge, cosH−edge (smaller) and cosH
+
edge (larger), and then
verifying that w′′ > cosθ only when −1≤ cosH < cosH−edge for δ < 0 or cosH+edge < cosH ≤ 1 for δ > 0.
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